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Abstract—To support developers in debugging and locating bugs, we propose a two-phase prediction model that uses bug reports’
contents to suggest the files likely to be fixed. In the first phase, our model checks whether the given bug report contains sufficient
information for prediction. If so, the model proceeds to predict files to be fixed, based on the content of the bug report. In other words,
our two-phase model “speaks up” only if it is confident of making a suggestion for the given bug report; otherwise, it remains silent. In
the evaluation on the Mozilla “Firefox” and “Core” packages, the two-phase model was able to make predictions for almost half of all
bug reports; on average, 70 percent of these predictions pointed to the correct files. In addition, we compared the two-phase model
with three other prediction models: the Usual Suspects, the one-phase model, and BugScout. The two-phase model manifests the best
prediction performance.
Index Terms—Bug reports, machine learning, patch file prediction
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INTRODUCTION

modern software development, bugs are inevitable.
Maintainers of software systems thus find themselves
faced with a stream of bug reports, failure reports stored and
managed through issue tracking systems. A bug report holds
information about a specific software failure, including the
failure symptoms, the affected platforms, and a scenario on
how to reproduce the failure.
For a developer, all this information is helpful to find
and fix the bug—but rarely sufficient: Already the first
decision, namely deciding on where to start the investigation, requires expert knowledge about where features are
located in the system, and where similar bugs have been
fixed in the past. Indeed, developers might even get stuck in
this first step, struggling in finding the right location to start
debugging [1], [2].
In this paper, we present an approach that automatically
suggests the files where a bug will most likely be fixed based on
its bug report’s content. Specifically, our approach extracts
features such as the summary, the initial description,
product version, and platform descriptors from the given
bug report. For a small number of known bugs, we associate
these features with actual fix locations and train a prediction
model that later predicts the fix location for a new bug report.
However, this basic idea, which we refer to as the one-phase
prediction, does not work well. Many bug reports do not
N

contain enough of the information required for a good
prediction. This observation motivates us to propose a twophase model where we first check whether a bug report is
“predictable” and only if it is “predictable” do we proceed to
predict a fix location; otherwise, we leave everything as it is.
This way, if we make a prediction, it can be very precise.
In evaluation on Mozilla “Firefox” and “Core” packages,
the two-phase model was able to make predictions for
almost half of all bug reports; on average, 70 percent of the
predictions pointed to the correct files. The two-phase model
was further compared with the Usual Suspects baseline, the
one-phase model, and BugScout [1], which is a state-of-theart model that locates buggy source files from bug reports.
Among these four prediction models, our two-phase model
shows the best performance in terms of prediction likelihood, precision, and recall. In addition, the two-phase
model ranks correctly predicted files at higher positions
compared to the three other models.
In general, this paper makes the following contributions:
1.
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A two-phase model for recommendations. We weed out
“unpredictable” inputs to promote precision and
avoid possibly misleading recommendations. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time a
prediction model handles the data quality issue
during prediction.
A strong baseline. We introduce the baseline of the
“Usual Suspects”—the files most frequently fixed,
which would be natural candidates for future fixes.
A comprehensive evaluation. We evaluate the prediction performance (i.e., likelihood, precision, and
recall) of the two-phase model and compare it with
the Usual Suspects, the one-phase model, and
BugScout. Our evaluation shows the effectiveness
of the two-phase predictor over the other models
and suggests tangible benefits when deployed
in practice.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our
approach, detailing the one-phase and two-phase setups.
Section 4 introduces our evaluation setup. Section 5
presents the results, which are then discussed in Section 6.
After discussing threats to validity in Section 7, Section 8
closes with the conclusion and future work.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Bug Localization
Bug localization has been widely studied in the past
decades. Various techniques have been proposed which
mainly leverage dynamic and static analyses. Recent work
has also applied repository-mining techniques to reveal and
locate software bugs.
Dynamic analysis. Several studies have analyzed a
program’s runtime behavior to discover bugs. One line of
research is statistical debugging [3], [4], [5]. The basic
concept is to collect statistics characterizing a program’s
runtime behavior over multiple executions. The collected
statistics, such as program invariants or predicate evaluations, are analyzed afterward to compute the probability of
them being faulty [3].
Some fault localization approaches use test suite execution to locate bugs. For example, Jones et al. [6] visualize
each statement’s participation in the execution of passing
and failing test cases. Such visualization helps developers
inspect a program and identify suspicious statements. Cleve
and Zeller [7] identified causes of failures by comparing
program states of failing and passing runs. However, these
approaches heavily rely on the availability and quality of
test suites. In addition, together with the above-mentioned
statistical debugging, all these approaches require successful execution of the program. In particular, to isolate a
failure cause more effectively from passing and failing runs,
a larger number of executions and higher execution
similarities are required [8].
A program’s dynamic properties are also exploited to
locate bugs. In the work of Brun and Ernst [9], program
properties generated by dynamic program analysis are first
marked as fault-revealing or otherwise. These properties
are then fed into a machine learner that identifies program
properties with latent errors. The Chianti tool proposed by
Ren et al. [10] constructs dynamic call-graphs via program
test runs. The tool then characterizes a program change as a
set of atomic changes and associates each of them with its
corresponding call-graph portion. When a test fails after a
program change, Chianti can determine the particular part
of the change responsible for the test failure. Chianti is later
extended to various applications such as Crisp [11] and
JUnit/CIA tool [12], which similarly detect the failureinducing program changes.
Static analysis. While dynamic analysis is in general
expensive to apply, static analysis is capable of detecting
bugs by only examining program model or source code
directly, without any actual run of the program. Techniques
such as program slicing have been proposed to facilitate
debugging activities by isolating the program location that
is likely buggy [13], [14]. However, program slicing is
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known for its high computation cost and low accuracy [15],
[16]. Recent studies have used symbolic execution to
explain failures and locate bugs. One of the well-known
examples is PSE, a postmortem symbolic evaluation
algorithm that helps developers diagnose software failures.
PSE requires minimal information about a failure, namely,
its type and location in the source code as inputs, and
reproduces a set of execution traces that show how the
program is driven to the given failure [17]. Specifically, PSE
starts with the value of interest at the identified failure point
and then applies a novel backward analysis to precisely
explore the program’s behavior. Experiment results show
the scalability and precision of PSE, as well as its usefulness
in diagnosing real case failures.
Mining software repositories. Several defect prediction
approaches explore the rich information that resides in
software repositories. These techniques typically use metrics such as code churn, past fixes, and change-proneness
to predict defects [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Recently, novel
prediction metrics such as interaction patterns of developers’ behaviors have been proposed [23].
Ying et al. proposed an approach to mining software cochanges which is particularly close to our work. Their
approach applies the association rule mining algorithm to
find frequently cochanged files [24]. They used frequent
cochange patterns extracted from version control system
(VCS) and bug tracking system to predict possible shouldbe-changed files when given a newly changed file. Another
similar study of mining cochanges is introduced by
Zimmermann et al., whose work also aimed at predicting
likely software cochanges using association rule mining on
VCSs [25]. In contrast to Ying’s work, they used a particular
association rule mining algorithm in which both support
and confidence were considered, which allowed a probabilistic representation of the recommendation results. In
addition, Zimmermann’s tool, ROSE, not only suggested
possible cochange files but could also predict other finergrained cochange entities such as fields or functions.
Nevertheless, the cochange file recommendation techniques require at least one change file be specified at the
beginning. In the context of fixing bugs, the developer
should at least know one buggy file before adopting any
file recommendation tools to identify other cochange files.
Similarly, most of the state-of-the-art bug localization
approaches described above implicitly assume that buggy
source files are known in the first place. However, locating
the first buggy file is not always an easy task. Our
approach described in Section 3 addresses this issue
directly, and therefore is complementary to these file
recommendation techniques.
Some of the above-discussed techniques can locate bugs
at method level or even at statement level. While our
current two-phase prediction model aims at locating bugs at
file level, it can be easily extended to achieve finer-grained
prediction. We discuss this in Section 8.

2.2 Information Retrieval (IR) and Concept Location
A bug report typically includes information such as the
bug’s severity, dependencies, textual description, and
discussion written in natural language, all of which
together record detailed activities along a bug’s life cycle.
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Researchers have applied various information retrieval
approaches on bug reports to identify and locate bugs.
Some commonly adopted IR approaches include Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) [26], [27], [28], Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [1], [29], Vector Space Model (VSM) [2],
[30], and their variations.
Poshyvanyk et al. combined LSI and Scenario-based
Probabilistic Ranking (SPR) to locate unwanted features
(i.e., bugs) [28]. Their approach located eight real bugs in
Eclipse and Mozilla. Nguyen et al. [1] proposed a technique
that recommends candidate files to fix based on topics of
bug reports and source code files extracted using LDA.
Zhou et al. [2] proposed a combined approach to locate
files that need to be fixed in response to a given bug report.
This approach basically leverages textual similarity between bug reports and source code. First, it computes the
textual similarity of source code files with a given report
and calculates the scores of the files based on the
computed similarity and the file length. In addition, it
also computes the similarity between previously submitted
bug reports and the given report and calculates another
score for the connected files of the similar reports. Then the
approach combines the two scores to recommend top
N files to fix for the given bug report. This approach
yields promising results—60 percent accuracy on Eclipse.
However, performance is comparable only to our onephase model on Mozilla subjects (Section 5.1). This implies
that our two-phase model could improve the performance
of this approach.
Other IR-based approaches have also been proposed. For
example, DebugAdvisor allows developers to search, using
a fat query that contains structured and unstructured data
describing the bug. It then recommends assignees, source
files, and functions related to the queried bugs [31].
Interactive approaches leverage users’ knowledge and
improve the localization results according to users’ feedback [30], [32]. A recent work by Rao and Kak [33]
presented a comparative study of five generic IR models
used in the context of bug localization.
This line of work is also closely related to concept
location, which aims at associating human conceptual
knowledge and their implementation counterparts of a
given program [34]. Concept location is later applied to
practical software development scenarios such as feature
location, bug localization, and traceability recovery. For
example, Gay et al. applied their concept location technique
in the context of bug localization, where a bug report was
used as query to locate the methods to be fixed. McMillan
et al. [35] proposed a finer-grained approach to function
search. This approach took functional descriptions (queries)
from a user and leveraged association models that
described relationships between functions to retrieve
relevant functions and their usage.
Although sharing the similar goal of locating bugs, we
propose a two-phase machine learning model to predict
files to fix. Our model does not involve user interaction and
does not require users to have sufficient knowledge of the
target programs to make appropriate queries. In addition,
our model has one crucial filtering step that eliminates
inadequate bug reports. Note that insufficient information
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can result in inaccurate or even misleading recommendation, which is effectively avoided in our model.

2.3 Data Quality in SE Research
Advancements in Software Configuration Management
Systems (SCMs) encourage extensive usage of development-related data in software engineering research.
However, only a small fraction of such studies explicitly
consider the data quality issue [36]. In early 1990s, Balzer
[37] proposed a “pollution marker” to tolerate inconsistency in software systems. Basically, the pollution
marker can uniquely identify the particular data that
violate the consistency criteria, allowing developers to
circumvent the inconsistency and continue development
[38]. The concept of this work is similar to ours since our
predication model also identifies deficient bug reports
and filters them out before further recommendation.
Recently, many researchers have recognized the critical
role of the dataset used in empirical SE studies. Specifically,
the quality and appropriateness of the dataset may
significantly impact an approach’s effectiveness, as well as
the generalizability of the research conclusion. Khoshgoftaar and Seliya [39] stressed the need for assuring quality in
software measurement data through a case study on NASA
data sets. They pointed out possible reasons, such as
presence of noise, improper data collection, and faulty data
recording, that may affect the classification performance.
Aranda and Venolia [40] performed an extensive field study
of bugs’ life cycle in Microsoft. They found that electronic
repositories often hold incomplete or inaccurate data. In
addition, the dataset automatically extracted from the
repositories tends to miss personal factors and social
interactions during software development.
Several studies have proposed techniques to improve
the quality of datasets used in SE research. Mockus [41]
reviewed methods handling missing data and applied
them to a practical software engineering dataset. Liebchen
et al. compared and assessed three noise handling
methods—filtering, robust filtering, and polishing—in
empirical SE studies [42]. Kim et al. found that the defect
prediction performance decreases significantly when the
dataset contains 20-35 percent noise [43]. They proposed
an algorithm, Closest List Noise Identification (CLNI), to
detect and eliminate noise. Bird et al. [44] investigated the
analysis bias arising from the missing links between
changeset and bug entry. The ReLink algorithm proposed
by Wu et al. [45] recovers missing links between changes
and bugs. Specifically, ReLink automatically learns criteria
of features from explicit links and recovers the unknown
link if it satisfies the criteria.
Our work also directly addresses the data quality issue.
The first phase in our two-phase prediction model effectively eliminates deficient bug reports, which might otherwise mislead the later buggy-file recommendation. Unlike
the above-mentioned studies, our prediction model does
not require reliable linkage between bug reports and
changes. To the best of our knowledge, our two-phase
model is the first of its kind to consider the quality and
information sufficiency of bug reports.
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Fig. 1. One-phase prediction model.

3

OUR APPROACHES

We propose machine learning-based approaches to predict
potential fix locations (i.e., files to fix) for given bug
reports. Section 3.1 explains the feature extraction process.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 provide detailed descriptions of the
one-phase and two-phase prediction models, respectively.

3.1 Feature Extraction
A bug report is the main source of information for
developers to understand a bug: The bug summary briefly
describes the bug while the initial description explains it in
detail, meta-data provides the bug’s basic information such
as version and platform, and comment threads record
discussions from bug reporters and developers.
Since our approach uses machine learning classification,
we transformed a bug report into a feature vector (in the
machine learning sense). We extracted feature values from
the summary, initial description, and metadata (version,
platform, OS, priority, severity, and reporter) of a bug
report. We used the bag of words approach [46] to extract
word tokens from the summary and initial description since
both are natural language text. Then, the word tokens are
stemmed into their ground form. Finally, stop words such as
“I,” “are,” “he,” and “she” were removed (for this process,
we used 429 stop words1). After these steps, the processed
word tokens are used as feature values.
We considered comments added by the same reporter
within 24 hours from the bug submission as part of the
initial descriptions because these comments are usually a
supplementary description of the bug.2 On the other hand,
we excluded information such as assignee, reviewer, and
additional comments (except the kind of comments
described above) in feature extraction because our goal
is to predict potential files to fix right after the bug report
is submitted.
Bug metadata is directly extracted as feature values
without any processing. For example, the platform information of a bug is recorded as nominal values such as
“Windows” and “Mac.” This information does not need any
additional textual processing.
Finally, a bug report’s metadata values and word tokens
are incorporated into a feature vector. For example, the
feature vector for Mozilla bug report #203556 is encoded as:
(“client software,” “Firefox,” “Bookmarks & History,”
“x86,” . . . , 4, 0, 4, 1), where each field represents (product
classification, product, component, platform, . . . , # of
1. Adopted from http://www.lextek.com/manuals/onix/
stopwords1.html.
2. Please refer to Mozilla bug #264031 as an example. In this bug report,
the reporter pavel.penaz described a defect briefly first and added a
comment with more details just four minutes later.
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Fig. 2. An uninformative bug report. This is an excerpt from Mozilla Bug
#403040, written by the bug submitter. This description is not informative
and the bug reviewer indeed had to ask the submitter for further
elaboration on his browser’s history and bookmark settings.

“bookmark,” # of “history,” # of “toolbar,” # of “hover”).
We used the number of occurrences of each word token
(i.e., term-frequency) as features. We built a corpus using
features extracted from all bug reports to train and test our
prediction models.

3.2 One-Phase Prediction Model
To predict files to fix, we first propose the One-phase
Prediction Model (Fig. 1). This model takes features extracted
from collected bug reports as training data. When a new
bug report is submitted, features are extracted from it and
given to the model, which then recommends files to fix for
the new bug report.
We built the prediction model using Naive Bayes [46],
[47], which is a simple probabilistic classification algorithm
based on Bayes’ theorems. Note that our approach is
independent of specific machine learning techniques. We
chose Naive Bayes because it is well suited to our problem:
A bug report could have multiple files to fix, which requires
the prediction model to be able to handle multiclass
classification problems [48]. In addition, the prediction
model should accept nominal values as features.
Once trained, the one-phase model predicts a set of
candidate files for a given bug report. The model further
computes each file’s probability of being a file to fix. Based
on this probability, the top k files are recommended to
developers as the prediction result.
3.3 Two-Phase Prediction Model
As Hooimeijer and Weimer [49] and Zimmermann et al. [50]
noticed, the quality of bug reports can vary considerably.
Some bug reports may not have enough information to
predict files to fix. Our evaluation of one-phase prediction
(Section 5) confirms this conjecture: Bug reports whose files
are not successfully predicted usually have insufficient
information (e.g., no initial description). In other words,
including uninformative bug reports might yield poor
prediction performance.
Fig. 2 shows an example of an uninformative bug report.
In this report, the submitter describes a problem faced when
using Firefox. However, this description is very general and
contains few informative keywords that indicate the
problematic modules. Therefore, it is not helpful for
developers to locate the files to fix. Similarly, our onephase prediction model does not perform well with such
uninformative bug reports.
Hence, it is desirable to filter out uninformative bug
reports before the actual prediction process. Based on this
observation, we propose the two-phase prediction model that
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As a result, our two-phase model produces two different
outcomes. For “predictable” reports, the model predicts a
set of files to fix; each file is associated with a probability of
being the file to fix. After sorting, the top k files are
recommended to developers. For “deficient” reports, the
model simply produces an empty set because no prediction
is actually conducted.

4

EVALUATION SETUP

Fig. 3. The two-phase prediction model. This model recommends
files to fix only when the given bug report is determined to have
sufficient information.

We experimentally evaluated our proposed approaches.
Specifically, our evaluation addresses the following research questions:

has two classification phases: binary and multiclass
classification (Fig. 3). The model first filters out uninformative reports (Section 3.3.1) and then predicts files to fix
(Section 3.3.2).

RQ1. What is the predictive power of the two-phase
model in recommending files to fix
. RQ2. How many bug reports are predictable after
Phase 1 prediction?
. RQ3. Which features are more indicative in fix
location prediction?
. RQ4. Can recommended files effectively help
developers?
In this section, we first present the selected subjects and
evaluation setup. We then introduce two prediction models,
Usual Suspects and BugScout, used for comparison, followed
by our evaluation measures.

3.3.1 Phase 1
Phase 1 filters out uninformative bug reports before
predicting files to fix. Its prediction model classifies a given
bug report as “predictable” or “deficient” (binary classification), as shown in Fig. 3. Only bug reports classified as
“predictable” are taken up for the Phase 2 prediction.
The prediction model in Phase 1 leverages prediction
history. The training dataset of this model uses a set of bug
reports that have already been resolved. Let B ¼
fb1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bn g be a set of n resolved bug reports chronologically sorted by their filing date. V ðbi Þ is the ith bug
report’s feature vector, which is extracted as described in
Section 3.1. P ðbi Þ is the set of actual files changed to fix the
bug (i.e., the files in the bug’s patch), which can be obtained
as well from report bi . For each report, its label (“predictable” or “deficient”) is determined by the following
process: For an arbitrary report bj 2 B, a one-phase
prediction model Mj is trained on fðV ðb1 Þ; P ðb1 ÞÞ; ðV ðb2 Þ;
P ðb2 ÞÞ . . . ðV ðbj1 Þ; P ðbj1 ÞÞg to predict files to fix for bj . If
the prediction result hits any file in P ðbj Þ, bj is labeled as
“predictable”; otherwise, it is labeled as “deficient.” Now,
let LðbÞ be the label of report b. By applying the above
process to all reports in B  fb1 g, we can obtain the training
dataset fðV ðb2 Þ; Lðb2 ÞÞ; ðV ðb3 Þ; Lðb3 ÞÞ; . . . ; ðV ðbn Þ; Lðbn ÞÞg for
the prediction model of Phase 1. Note that no training
dataset is built for b1 because there is no bug report before b1
to create ðV ðb1 Þ; Lðb1 ÞÞ.
When a new bug report is submitted, the prediction
model classifies it as either “predictable” or “deficient.” If
the report is classified as “predictable,” it is passed on to
Phase 2 prediction; otherwise, no further prediction is
conducted. In the latter case, developers may ask the report
submitter to give more information about the bug.
3.3.2 Phase 2
The Phase 2 model accepts “predictable” bug reports
obtained from Phase 1 as the input. It extracts features
from these “predictable” bug reports and is trained on
fðV ðb1 Þ; P ðb1 ÞÞ; ðV ðb2 Þ; P ðb2 ÞÞ . . . ðV ðbm Þ; P ðbm ÞÞg, where m
is the number of “predictable” bug reports. The model
then performs multiclass classification to recommend files
to fix.

.

4.1 Subjects
We used the “Firefox” and “Core” projects in the Mozilla
Software Foundation as the subjects of evaluation. We
selected these two projects because we could reliably collect
fixed files (oracle set) for the corresponding bug reports
(feature set). For some issue tracking systems of other
projects, we needed to use links between bug reports and
source code to identify fixed files, but they often have many
missing links which lead to noisy data [44], [45]. However,
Mozilla developers directly post the patch files in the bug
reporting system,3 which are then reviewed by core
developers. Only accepted patches are finally committed
to their version control system and all activities related to
decision making are recorded in bug reports. For this
reason, the oracle set (bug reports and corresponding files
in accepted patches) collected from Mozilla projects does
not suffer from noise due to missing links [44], [45], [51].
We collected bug reports and the corresponding fix files
from eight modules as shown in Table 1. Two modules
from the Firefox project, ff-bookmark and ff-general, have
1,437 and 720 bug reports, respectively. Both have more
than 4,600 features and approximately two patch files per
report on average. Six modules from the Core project, corejs, core-dom, core-layout, core-style, core-xpcom, and core-xul,
have 573-1,906 bug reports. They have approximately 5,50013,500 features and four patch files per report on average.
The “# of features” column in Table 1 shows the total
number of features extracted from each module’s bug
reports. As described in Section 3.1, there are two main
sources of the features: a bug report’s textual information
(e.g., summary and initial description) and metadata. While
the number of features extracted from textual information
3. https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/.
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TABLE 1
Dataset Used in Our Evaluation

“Period” represents the time period between submission of the first and the last bug report. The “# of total reports” column shows the total number of
bug reports with patches. Among these bug reports, the “# of reports with accepted patches” column represents how many of them have accepted
patches. “# of files” stands for the number of distinct files fixed during the period. “# of features” shows the total number of features extracted after
preprocessing. Three columns in “# of files/report” represent the average, standard deviation, and maximum number of files in a patch per report.

varies, all modules have the same number of metadata
features—the six features listed in Section 3.1. For example,
ff-bookmark has 7,585 features in total which contain
906 features from summary, 6,673 from initial description,
and six from metadata; core-js has 10,982 features in total
with 2,056 from summary, 8,920 from initial description,
and six from metadata.

4.2 Training and Test Sets
We divided bug reports into two sets: training and test
sets. Bug reports for each module were chronologically
sorted with respect to bug IDs. Then, the first 70 percent of
bug reports were used as a training set and the remaining
30 percent as a test set. For a fair comparison, we built
the prediction models of four different approaches (the
one-phase model in Section 3.2, the two-phase model in
Section 3.3, and the Usual Suspects and BugScout in
Section 4.3) by using the training set and then evaluated
them by the test set.
4.3 Models for Comparison
For a comparative study, we used two models: Usual
Suspects and BugScout.
Usual suspects. Unlike the one-phase and two-phase
prediction models that use nearly all information (i.e.,
metadata, summary, and initial description) from a given
bug report, the Usual Suspects model takes previously
fixed files and their occurrences as the only source of
information. The intuition is that previously fixed files are
likely to be fixed again soon [52]. In fact, this observation
has been widely used in the defect prediction literature. For
example, Khoshgoftaar et al. [53] classified a software
module as fault-prone if the previous debug code churn
(i.e., the number of lines of code added, changed, or
deleted due to bug fix) of the module exceeded a given
threshold. Hassan and Holt [54] used the number of
recently modified and fixed files to predict susceptible or
defect-prone subsystems.
We built the Usual Suspects model as follows: First, we
use a 70-30 percent chronicle split to obtain training and test

sets as described in Section 4.2. The model collects the top k
most frequently fixed files from the training set. Then, the
Usual Suspects model predicts the collected top-k files as fix
candidates for a new bug report. In fact, this simple
prediction model performs reasonably well, as shown in
Section 5.
BugScout [1]. This model is a state-of-the-art technique
that leverages bug-proneness and topic distribution of
source code files to predict fix location. When a new bug
report is submitted, BugScout first computes the cosine
similarity of topic distributions between the new report and
each source code file. It also computes the bug-proneness of
each source code file as the number of bugs found in its
history, which is identical to the Usual Suspects model.
Then, the similarity value of each source code file is
multiplied by its bug-proneness, which is now its defectproneness value with respect to the bug report. BugScout
then sorts the source code files based on their defectproneness values. Finally, the top-N files are recommended
for fixing the bug.
In our evaluation, the parameters of BugScout were set
as suggested in [1]: hyperparameters  and  are set to
0.01. The number of topics was 300. We trained the
prediction model of BugScout by using 70 percent of bug
reports and tested it using the remaining 30 percent of
reports. The bug reports were chronologically sorted, as
described in Section 4.2.

4.4 Evaluation Measures
This section describes the performance measures we use for
our evaluation:
.

Likelihood measures the accuracy of prediction
results. This is an effective measure to evaluate
recommendation techniques [1], [25], [55]. We
consider the prediction results to be correct if at
least one of the recommended k files matches one of
the actual patch files for a given bug report [1]. If
none of the recommended files matches, the prediction is incorrect. We denote the number of bug
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reports as NC if the corresponding prediction is
correct, NIC if prediction is incorrect. The following
formula computes the percentage of bug reports for
which the prediction is correct:
Likelihood ¼

.

jFB \ FR j
:
jFR j

ð2Þ

Recall characterizes the number of correctly predicted files over the number of actual fixed files:
Recall ¼

.

ð1Þ

Precision characterizes the number of correctly
predicted files over the number of files recommended by our approach. We denote the set of
actual files fixed for a bug report as FB and the set of
recommended files as FR :
Precision ¼

.

NC
:
NC þ NIC

jFB \ FR j
:
jFB j

ð3Þ

Average rank denotes the average rank of all correctly
predicted files. We denote the rank of a predicted file f
as Rf :
P
f2FB \FR Rf
Avg: Rank ¼
:
ð4Þ
jFB \ FR j

Mann-Whitney statistical test. In Section 4.3, we
introduced two models for comparison. To check
the significance of the performance differences
between the two-phase model and the two models,
we conducted the Mann-Whitney statistical test
[56] to verify whether the performance differences
are statistically significant with 95 percent confidence [57].
We chose this nonparametric test method instead
of any parametric test method such as t-test because
the distribution of our evaluation results may not
be normal.
In addition, we used Feedback [25] to compute the ratio of
bug reports classified as predictable after Phase 1 prediction.
Let NP denote the number of predictable bug reports and ND
denote the number of deficient ones. Feedback is computed
as follows:
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how our approach can improve developers’ bug-fixing
practice (RQ4).

5.1 Performance
We first address RQ1: What is the predictive power of the
two-phase model in recommending files to fix? We present
the likelihood, precision and recall values in Figs. 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. Since the model recommends the top-k files, the
performance depends on the value of k. The X-axis of the
figures represents the k value, which ranges from 1 to 10.
When recommending only the top one file (i.e., k ¼ 1),
the two-phase model’s likelihood ranges from 19 to
57 percent. The likelihood value grows as k increases.
When k ¼ 10, the two-phase model yields likelihood
between 52 and 88 percent. Suppose there are 10 bug
reports. In the best scenario, our two-phase prediction
model is able to successfully recommend at least one file to
fix for 6 to 9 out of 10 reports, which is very promising.
When k ¼ 1, the two-phase model’s precision ranges
from 6 to 47 percent, with average of 23 percent. The
precision ranges from 7 to 11 percent when k ¼ 10. These
values indicate that the two-phase model can make correct
prediction even with a small k.
The average recall of the two-phase model increases from
9 to 33 percent as k grows from 1 to 10. This indicates that
when recommending the top-10 files, our model can correctly
suggest, on average, 1=3 of files that need to be fixed for a
given bug. In addition, the two-phase model achieves a
60 percent recall value for ff-bookmark when k ¼ 10.

.

Feedback ¼

5

NP
:
NP þ ND

ð5Þ

5.2 Comparison
As shown in Fig. 4, the two-phase model outperforms the
one-phase model in prediction likelihood. For example,
when recommending the top-10 files, the likelihood of the
two-phase model for eight modules ranges from 52 to
88 percent, with an average value of 70 percent. The onephase model, on the other hand, has an average likelihood
of only 44 percent when k ¼ 10, which is even less than the
lowest prediction likelihood of the two-phase model.
To counteract the problem that rare events are likely to
be observed in multiple comparisons, we used Bonferroni
correction [58] so that a p-value less than 0:05=4 ¼ 0:0125
indicates a significant difference between the corresponding
pair of models. As shown in Table 2, the two-phase model
significantly outperforms the one-phase model for half of
the modules.
The two-phase model also manifests higher precision and
recall than the one-phase model, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

RESULTS

This section reports the evaluation results. Sections 5.1 and
5.2 report the prediction performance and compare the
results of four different models with their statistical
significance (RQ1). We discuss the feedback (RQ2) in
Section 5.3, and present the sensitivity analysis in Section 5.4
to compare the prediction power of individual features
(RQ3). Section 5.5 shows examples of usage to demonstrate

The one-phase model, on the other hand, manifests
prediction performance comparable to the Usual Suspects
model—the last column of Table 2 shows that the p-values
between these two models are greater than 0.0125 for all
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Fig. 4. Prediction likelihood for each module shown in Table 1. The Y -axis represents the likelihood values computed by (1). The X-axis represents
the k values described in Section 3. In the upper-left corner of each plot, the total number of bug reports in the test set, the number of predictable bug
reports, and feedback value computed by (5) are shown.

eight modules. BugScout also shows performance similar to
the Usual Suspects, as shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. One
possible reason is that BugScout leverages the defectproneness information to recommend files to fix, an idea
similar to the Usual Suspects model.
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Fig. 5. Prediction precision for each module. The Y -axis represents the average precision of all bug reports computed by (2). The X-axis represents
the k values described in Section 3.

We also compared the average rank of correctly
predicted files for each model (4). As shown in Table 3,
the two-phase model has the highest average rank among
the four prediction models for six out of eight modules
(except for core-js and core-xul). This implies that compared
to the other three models, developers might have more
confidence in using the two-phase model because it ranks

correctly predicted files at a higher position, which could
potentially save their inspection time.
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Fig. 6. Prediction recall for each module. The Y -axis represents the average recall of all bug reports computed by (3). The X-axis represents
the k values.

Overall, the two-phase prediction model can recommend files to fix with high likelihood between 52 and
88 percent and with an average of 70 percent. In addition,
the two-phase model has the best performance among the
four prediction models: It yields higher prediction likelihood (as well as precision and recall) than the other three
models and the difference is statistically significant in most
cases. Furthermore, the two-phase model ranks correctly

predicted files at higher positions compared to the other
models, potentially reducing the time developers spend on
the recommended files.
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TABLE 2
p-Values from the Mann-Whitney Test

TABLE 3
The Average Rank of Correctly Predicted Files for Each Module

Values lower than 0.0125 (shown in bold) indicate that the performance
difference between two models is statistically significant.

Numbers in this table are calculated by (4) when recommending the
top 10 files. We highlight the lowest number (i.e., highest rank)
across the four prediction models.

5.3 Feedback
We measure feedback to address RQ2: How many bug
reports are predictable? As shown in Fig. 4, the feedback
value for the eight modules ranges from 18 to 78 percent,
with an average of 49 percent. This indicates that, on
average, nearly one-half of bug reports are classified as
predictable in Phase 1 of our two-phase prediction model.

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
As described in Section 3.1, we extracted features from the
bug report summary, initial description, and metadata to
train our prediction models. To better understand which
feature or which combination of features is more informative for fix location prediction, we performed a sensitivity
analysis on different feature selections to address RQ3. We
only report results of the sensitivity analysis of the twophase model’s likelihood on the ff-bookmark module here
but we observed similar patterns for the other modules.
We tested four possible feature combinations: metadata
only, summary only, description only, and summary plus
description. Fig. 7 shows the likelihood of each selected
feature(s). The two-phase model does not perform so well
when trained on the metadata feature only. When we
switched to “summary only” and “description only,” the
prediction likelihood increased. The two-phase model
finally reached the best prediction performance when
trained on all textual messages (“summary + description”).
After comparing the prediction results of these four
feature selections, we concluded that textual messages in
bug reports are the most important source of information
for fix location prediction. However, metadata should not
be excluded from training features because when combining all three features together, the two-phase prediction
model achieves even better prediction performance (the
red “All” curve in Fig. 7, which is indeed the same as
reported in Fig. 4).
Note that even when trained only on metadata, the
two-phase model still outperforms the one-phase model,
which is trained on all three features (see ff-bookmark in
Fig. 4). This further illustrates the necessity of filtering out
deficient bug reports before the actual prediction.

5.5 Examples of Use
We now address RQ4: Can recommended files effectively
help developers? For this purpose, we introduce two cases
from ff-bookmark—bug #415757 and #415960—to demonstrate the usefulness of our approach in practice.
To resolve bug #415757, a patch was submitted on
5 February 2008. This patch was reviewed and rejected
because it did not successfully resolve the bug. Thereafter,
the developer proposed three more patches, all of which
were rejected. The main reason was that a file was missing
in all the submitted patches. The developer finally realized
this and fixed the missing file, nsNavHistory.h, in the
final patch. This final patch, which was submitted two days
after the first submission, was finally accepted.
In the evaluation, our two-phase model correctly
recommended nsNavHistory.h as a candidate file to fix
for bug #415757. In particular, nsNavHistory.h ranks

Fig. 7. Feature sensitivity analysis on ff-bookmark. When trained on
different feature selections, the likelihood of the two-phase prediction
model varies. Better performance implies relatively strong indicative
power of the corresponding feature(s).
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fifth among the top-10 recommendations, encouraging
developers to pay more attention to this file.
The resolution of bug #415960, which experienced an
even larger number of patch rejections, further suggests that
figuring out the right files to fix is not a trivial task. Between
the third and fourth patches, the developer in charge
explained why he forgot to include a file in the patch:
...moving the last patch to toolkit led me to miss the changes to
editBookmarkOverlay.xul...

7
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DISCUSSION

The Usual Suspects baseline. The performances of Usual
Suspects, the one-phase prediction model, and BugScout
[1] are not significantly different from each other for all
modules. In some cases, the Usual Suspects model shows
better performance (Fig. 4) even though it has a very simple
prediction model. This implies that previously fixed files are
more likely to be fixed again when a new bug is encountered
[52]. Thus, the Usual Suspects model can be a strong defect
predictor, comparable to machine learning-based predictors.
Feedback and likelihood. For modules core-style and core-js,
whose feedback is 74 and 78 percent, respectively, the
likelihood of the two-phase prediction model is not
significantly different from the one-phase model. The
reason is that when feedback gets closer to 1, nearly all
bug reports are classified as “predictable” and no report is
filtered out. In such cases, the two-phase prediction actually
behaves like the one-phase prediction.
Using stack traces in prediction. Recent observations
indicate that crash stack traces facilitate bug resolution
activities including fault localization [59], [60]. In particular, crash stack traces might help our fix location prediction
because they possibly contain files (represented as file
names in stack frames) that are buggy. However, our
investigation shows that, on average, only 0.73 percent of
bug reports in our subjects contain stack traces in the initial
description (Max.: 2.34 percent, Min.: 0.08 percent). Other
bug reports may contain stack traces in the comment

NO. 11,

thread, which is not considered in our feature extraction
process.4 Since we do not have enough stack trace data in
the bug reports in our subjects, it is infeasible to confirm
whether stack traces contribute to our fix location prediction and evaluate its significance at this point. This remains
as our future work.

After the fifth patch submission, the reviewers noticed
that the patch submitter had chosen the wrong file to
capture a key stroke and suggested looking up another file
browser-places.js.
In the case of the above two missing files in resolving
bug #415960, the two-phase model did not recommend
editBookmarkOverlay.xul but it successfully predicted browser-places.js as the fourth candidate file
to fix. In addition, we noticed that after the first patch was
created on 5 February 2008, it took developers nearly one
month to figure out that the file browser-places.js
was actually missing.
If our two-phase prediction model was deployed in the
above cases, it would have recommended files to fix in
advance, saving developers’ efforts on finding the missing
files or reviewing incomplete patches. Moreover, the costly
bug fix delay of up to one month could have been avoided.

6
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Subjects are all open source projects. Since we only use
open source projects for evaluation, the results might
not be generalizable to closed-source projects.
Although recent open source projects have their own
quality assurance (QA) teams, the support may not be
complete compared to commercial projects. Hence,
some accepted patches might have missing files, which
may lead to deviations in the accuracy of our results.
Projects examined might not be representative. Bug
reports of only one open source community, Mozilla,
are examined in this paper. Since we intentionally
chose this community from which we could extract
high-quality bug reports, the absolute prediction
results reported in this paper might not be generalizable to other projects. However, the relative
improvement of the two-phase prediction over
one-phase prediction is less likely to be affected by
this threat.
Our evaluation method can be biased. We split the
collected bug reports into two sets (70 percent for
training and 30 percent for testing) to evaluate our
approach. Different splits may yield different
accuracies due to concept drift [61]. In addition,
we measure the prediction accuracy using likelihood, which considers the prediction to be correct
if at least one of the recommended files matches the
actual patch file. Other types of measurements
might yield different interpretation of the prediction results.

CONCLUSION

Si tacuisses, philosophus mansisses—“If you had been silent,
you would have remained a philosopher.” This adage,
attributed to the Latin philosopher Boethius of the late fifth
century, also applies to recommender systems. By staying
silent when it does not have enough confidence, our twophase model avoids misleading recommendations that
would otherwise destroy confidence in the prediction
model [62]. If our approach recommends a location to be
fixed, which happens for almost half of the bug reports,
70 percent of the recommendations point to correct files.
Since our approach only requires the initial bug report, it
can be applied as soon as a problem is reported, providing
tangible benefits for debugging.
Our future work will focus on the following topics:
.

Fine-grained defect localization. Currently, our prediction takes place only at the file level. However, in
certain cases, we may be able to predict classes,

4. Please refer to bug reports #242207 and #255027.
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.

.

methods, and even statements to be fixed; in other
cases, we may only be able to predict the package,
instead of the file, in which the bug should be fixed.
We are currently working on prediction models in
which we can adapt prediction granularity while
keeping the confidence constant.
Performance improvement. Although our two-phase
model outperforms the other models, the precision
and recall values for some modules (e.g., core-js and
core-dom) are low. We plan to apply advanced
techniques such as feature selection [63], [64] to
improve the precision and recall values.
Bug triaging. The two-phase model potentially
reduces developers’ inspection efforts by suggesting
possible locations to fix. In addition to the debugging task, our recommendation can also facilitate bug
triaging, a process of identifying the right developer(s) to address the bug [65]. Given the recommended “suspicious” files for a bug, a project
manager could better decide who to assign the bug
to and which alternate developers the bug can be
tossed to [55], [65], [66].
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